
HOSPITALITY
HOTELS YOU CAN BELIEVE IN®

From new hires to seasoned managers, Sivica

Hospitality offers ongoing support to associates.

We believe this accounts for our low turnover 

rate. Sivica Hospitality Coaches train associates,

work with teams, and encourage innovative 

management. Sivica Institute provides education

for associates interested in advancing their skills.

They prosper through classes in corporate culture,

leadership, accounting, sales, and maintenance.

Our reputation is on the line every time a guest

enters the lobby of a Sivica Hospitality hotel. 

By check-out the next morning, our guests should

feel they have received their money’s worth and

more. Their stay with us should prepare them 

for whatever the new day will bring.

THE
COMPONENTS
OF SUCCESS
AFTER FIVE YEARS, SIVICA 

HOSPITALITY GENERAL MANAGERS

RECEIVE A 90-DAY PAID SABBATICAL. 

THE AMERICAN HOTEL FOUNDATION

SELECTED THIS UNIQUE PROGRAM

FROM AMONG 3,500 ENTRIES 

AS A “BEST PRACTICE CHAMPION.”
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770-645-5559 • WWW.SIVICA.COM



• Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. 
(The Golden Rule)

• You never get a second chance to make a first impression.

• Guests aren’t always right, but they are always guests.

• If it were my money, would I spend it?

• Wherever you are, be there.

• Demonstrate a “whatever it takes” attitude.

• Practice balanced living in all areas of life – spiritual, family,
career, financial, physical, social, and educational.

• Perform random acts of kindness.

OUR VALUE STATEMENTS

• Learn from your mistakes.

• Set a good example.

• Empower team members.

• Communicate clearly.

• Set goals.

• Promote new ideas.

• Deplore gossip.

• Be consistent.

• Everybody sells. 

• All people matter to God.

TRANSLATING
VALUES INTO
ACTION
SIVICA HOSPITALITY ASSOCIATES 

CARRY A “COMMITMENT CARD” 

TO REMIND THEM OF THE COMPANY’S

VALUES AND VISION.

Many companies have value statements. 

How many actually review these statements daily?

Sivica Hospitality does. Our return business, 

industry accolades, and positive guest comments

prove our commitment is paying off. 

For Sivica Hospitality, concepts like “Excellence,”

“Passion,” “Integrity,” and “Commitment” aren’t 

just words. Excellence is expressed in sparkling

clean surroundings and well-rested guests. Passion

is found in enthusiastic employees. Integrity is 

evident in independent study “score card” reports

on guest satisfaction. Commitment is experienced

whenever we go the extra mile to satisfy our guests.


